
ABOUT ME (the director) – HELLO! My name is Zong Moua, the writer/director. I’ve been
making �lms since middle school. It started o� as something fun to kill time, but I fell in love with
�lmmaking the more I did it.

FILM LOG-LINE – “LUCAS and his roommate, a GHOST, discuss Lucas’s new girlfriend
(CASEY), who is putting a damper on the relationship…between Lucas and the Ghost.”

ABOUT THE PROJECT. – Since this is such a small production, it will be UNPAID. However, a
MEAL will be provided and we can give you RAW footage and/or the �nal �lm for your reel.

The shoot date is OCT. 16th (a Sunday). At the moment our shoot time is roughly from 3PM-11PM.
We want to release this �lm in time for Halloween so that date is pretty locked in.

This project is something fun thrown together by a few friends, no big crews or anything like that.
We’re here to have fun and make something goofy while trying to be professionals at the same time.

CHARACTERS. – (ALL CHARACTERS ARE NOT GENDER-SPECIFIC)

LUCAS (21-26): A young professional type. Slightly socially awkward. All they ever wanted was to �t
in which is di�cult because their roommate is a ghost.

CASEY (21-26): A hopeless romantic looking for the right person. After a date with Lucas, things are
questionable whether they’re the one or not.

For the so-called “audition”, we’re only asking you to send in a reel. If you don’t have a reel or a �lm to
show your acting abilities, we may ask for a self-tape. A portion of the script is attached to this email.

Please send reels to CAMEO.ST.PRODUCTIONS@GMAIL.COM with the subject “SASSY
GHOST AUDITION”. In the email, let us know who you want to play, your acting experience, how
you got into acting, and an acting performance you’ve seen recently that just blows your mind.

If you have any questions, feel free to include them in your email as well.

Thank you and we look forward to hearing from you.
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